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One of the things that’s really important to me is helping our kids become more fluent in the language of mathematics. Children are visual learners, and I really want to make sure that kids understand that math is relevant to their lives.

I’ve spent a lot of my life in classrooms talking with real kids — we talk about what they’re having for lunch, we talk about what their favorite things are — all of those kinds of things that kids really care about, and then I find ways to build them into my stories. And that’s what MathStart is — it’s pictures, words and math — pictures, words and math coming together to tell a story.

Making a MathStart Book
This is my outline for a story: I start working with pictures, words and math right from the beginning. There’s a rough sketch of the math, a rough sketch of the words and a rough sketch of the picture — they’re all at the same, very sketchy level as I try and get my ideas down on paper. I sketch out all the math models — I think those are really important for the illustrator to be able to see how the mathematics works visually.

The math model for Less Than Zero is a line graph. A line graph is an important way to visualize the notion of negative numbers because you can show the horizontal axis for zero very clearly. [While pointing at the graph in the book....] And here we go up above the line and earn some money, and then lose some money and then lose some money again. And you can to see right in front of you that he is below zero.

On Elevator Magic
Elevator Magic is a book about subtraction. I wanted to give kids an experience with subtraction from 10 downward using very simple numbers so that they can see what happens when you take a number away from another number and what number you’ll arrive at. What I’m really trying to do in this drawing is I’m trying to think through how the model should be presented in the story — what’s the best way to show the equation at the end of the thought process. [While pointing at the elevator buttons in the book....] I’m on floor eight...eight to seven to six to five...eight minus three equals five.
On Teaching Math
MathStart is a series of over 50 books. What I’m trying to do in my series is take primary teachers’ strong suit — reading, language arts, stories from their life — and find a vehicle for them to be able to use their strong suits to teach mathematical concepts.

In Level 1, I cover topics like spatial opposites in my book called *The Greatest Gymnast of All*. My very first book in the series is called *The Best Bug Parade* about comparing sizes. *Circus Shapes* teaches kids basic shapes and their attributes. In *Henry the Fourth*, I talk about ordinals.


My higher level books include such books as *Dinosaur Deals* which deals with equivalent values. *Too Many Kangaroo Things to Do!* is an introduction to multiplication. *Lemonade for Sale* teaches kids bar-graph building. *The Grizzly Gazette* introduces kids to percentages. I have two books out on money. *The Penny Pot* deals with making change and all the combinations of fifty cents, and *Sluggers’ Car Wash* gets up into dollars and cents.

Some of the reasons why I pick topics come from situations I see in real life that I think people really need to have more grounding in and more help with.

Pictures + Words + Math = Story
All of these books share the basic idea of taking a real-life story and giving good visual support to the mathematics, so kids who are visual learners are able to understand it and take an important mathematical topic — pictures, words and math — and put it together into a story.
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